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On-Line Service 
 

Birmingham-Southern College uses Handshake to create professional connections between students and 

employers. Handshake is an online database and job recruiting platform that allows the BSC Career Center 

to partner with employers to provide meaningful work opportunities for qualified students seeking 

mentorships, internships, part-time jobs, full-time jobs, and other career opportunities. 

 

Among the key features Handshake lists for recruiters and its 3.5 million student users: Students can quickly 

build detailed profiles, enjoy continual personalization of career recommendations based on interests and 

connections, and search 500,000 postings by 120,000 companies.  

 

Employers can use multi-school postings, applicant filtering, and dedicated employer training and support. 

Post full-time jobs and internships. Register for career events and information sessions. Schedule on-

campus interviews. Search student profiles and direct message students about your career opportunities.  

 

Employer Approval Process 
 

Employer/Recruiter Engagement: All employment professionals seeking to engage in recruiting activity on 

the BSC campus are required to establish a Handshake account. Employment representatives must include 

a detailed profile of their company/organization that clearly identifies their location, industry, size, type of 

work activities, and contact information. 

 

Submitting Profiles for Approval: All employment professionals will submit their requests to the BSC 

Career Center through the on-line Handshake portal. Approvals will be granted by the BSC Career Center 

within one week.  Due to additional vetting, some approvals may take longer.  Declined requests may also 

take longer. 

 

Approval Criteria: All employer requests are reviewed according to the following criteria: Trust score 

assigned by the Handshake community. Type of organization. Regional location. Relationship to BSC. 

Accuracy and detail of the company profile and contact information.  Extent of recruiting activity. 

 

Trust Scores: Employers with a trust score of 80-100 will be strongly considered for approval. Employers 

with a trust score of 0-79 will not be considered for approval unless there are other details that might deem 

the employer appropriate and a good risk. 

 



Risk Factors: Vetting criteria for approving or declining employers include the following: Company flagged 

as fraudulent by the Handshake community. Negative experiences from past interactions with students, 

including reports of unprofessional behavior.  Inaccurate, incomplete, evasive, or deceitful information, 

communication, or correspondence.  Defaulting on employment related agreements, promises, and 

contracts. Violating the expressed recruiting policies of the BSC Career Center or the overall Birmingham-

Southern College institution.       

 

Type of Organization: Organizations that operate outside of the traditional, mainstream job market (third-

party employment agencies, multi-level marketing organizations, pyramidal organizations, schools, 

colleges, camps, religious organizations, political groups, non-profit organizations, seasonal organizations, 

home-based companies, personal services) will be vetted more closely to determine relevancy and 

appropriateness for BSC students. Third party employment agencies are not considered a normal recruiting 

partner at BSC and therefore might not qualify for approval. Utilizing strict criteria, special attention will 

be given to some third-party employment agencies on a case-by-case basis.   

 

Information Provided: If the information provided by a pending employer is not complete or accurate, the 

request may be declined. The following situations may cause a request to be declined: Misspelled words 

and poor grammar. Information provided in a language that is not translated to English. Incomplete address.  

Private residence address.  The e-mail domain does not match company’s website domain (or the e-mail 

address is a private account). No website (A social media page cannot substitute for a website).  Incomplete 

profile application.  Profile language that is evasive about industry, product, or type of work. Missing 

details.  No phone number.  Incomplete contact information.  Descriptions too brief or not clear. 

 

Location/Relationship: Employers with whom BSC has a prior relationship may receive special treatment 

regarding approval.  After close review, employers might be approved, even if they have a low trust score, 

for the following reasons: Alumni relationship.  Prior good-term relationship.  Company is local 

(Birmingham or Alabama).  Small business.  Start-up or incubated company. Low level of recruiting 

activity, but determined to not be a risk. 

 

Disclaimer 
 

The BSC Career Center maintains Handshake as a service to students and alumni. While we make every 

effort to screen potential employers, the presence of employers or job ads on Handshake does not indicate 

an endorsement or recommendation from BSC. Users are responsible for checking the credentials and 

integrity of employers and for taking necessary precautions when interviewing for or accepting these 

positions. Any links from this site to other web sites are not under our control, and BSC assumes no liability 

for acts or omissions by third parties or for material supplied by them.  

 

Employer/Recruiter Policy 
 

Services Provided:  The BSC Career Center provides recruiting services to employment professionals and 

company representatives to assist them with their current and ongoing staffing needs as they relate to 

appropriate employment opportunities for BSC students. These services include on-campus interviews, 

career fairs, information sessions, information tables, and job postings. 

 

Professional Conduct: The impact of this process upon individuals and organizations requires practitioners' 

commitment to principles for professional conduct. The principles presented here are designed to provide 

practitioners with three basic precepts: Maintain open and free selection of employment opportunities in an 

atmosphere conducive to objectivity. Maintain a fair and equitable recruitment process. Support informed 



and responsible decision-making by candidates. Adherence to the guidelines will support the collaborative 

effort of career planning, placement and recruitment of professionals while reducing the potential for 

abuses. 

  

Definition of Employment Professionals:  Employment professionals include any human resources 

professionals or other representatives who are working in an employment or recruiting capacity on behalf 

of a business entity, company or organization, including school systems, governmental agencies, military 

service, and non-profit organizations.  

 

Limitation of Services:  The BSC Career Center will only provide assistance, resources, programs and 

services to businesses or organizations that are official, legitimate and legal.  Personal services, including 

babysitting, tutoring, and home-based operations are not considered legitimate businesses. In some cases, 

organizations using a multi-level or pyramidal marketing plan will be disqualified. Some “business 

opportunities” may not be regarded as legitimate employment opportunities as determined by the BSC 

Career Center.  

 

Employer Responsibility:  Employment professionals will work within a framework of professionally 

accepted recruiting, interviewing, and selection techniques. They are expected at all times to conduct 

themselves with integrity and in an ethical manner, refraining from any illicit, unlawful or illegal practice.  

 

Employment Offers:  Employment professionals will extend employment offers in a clearly stated manner 

and refrain from any practice that improperly influences and affects job acceptances. Such practices may 

include undue time pressure for acceptance of employment offers and encouragement of revocation of 

another employment offer. Employment professionals will strive to communicate decisions to candidates 

within the agreed-upon time frame.  

 

Candidate Screening:  Employment professionals are expected to act in their own behalf regarding 

candidate response to posted positions and will not ask the BSC Career Center to serve as the ad hoc 

receiving point for applications (unless agreed upon in advance in the case of pre-arranged on-campus 

interviews). Employment professionals will be responsible for their own screening, evaluation, and 

selection of candidates. The BSC Career Center will not screen applicants nor make recommendations as 

to specific candidates. The BSC Career Center will provide candidate information to employers for all 

students who meet the minimum official qualifications for the position.  

 

Accurate Information:  Employment professionals will be forthcoming regarding the nature of their business 

and will provide accurate information about their organization and the employment opportunities they are 

offering. All employers must fully disclose their intention regarding the BSC candidates they are interacting 

with. Employing organizations are responsible for information supplied and commitments made by their 

representatives. The BSC Career Center will not tolerate employers who are involved in deceptive practices 

or who misrepresent facts related to their company, its functions, its products and services, its working 

conditions, and its offerings to employees.  

 

Special Favors:  Neither employment professionals nor their organizations will expect, or seek to extract, 

special favors or treatment which would influence the recruitment process as a result of support, or the level 

of support, to the educational institution or the BSC Career Center in the form of contributed services, gifts, 

or other financial support.  

 

Confidentiality: Employment professionals will maintain the confidentiality and privacy of student 

information, regardless of the source, including personal knowledge, written records/reports, and computer 

databases. There will be no disclosure of student information to another organization without the prior 



written consent of the student, unless necessitated by health and/or safety considerations. Under no 

circumstances can student information be disclosed for other than the original recruiting purposes nor can 

it be sold or provided to other entities. Online job posting and resume referral services must prominently 

display their privacy policies on their websites, specifying who will have access to student information.  

 

Recruiting Activities:  When employment professionals conduct any on-campus recruitment activities, 

whether through student associations or academic departments, such activities will be conducted in 

accordance with the policies of the BSC Career Center.  

 

Recruiting Practices:  Those participating in on-campus recruiting activity (including career fairs, on-

campus interviews, information sessions, information tables) are expected to display courtesy and 

professionalism regarding their face-to-face interaction with students. Employment professionals who are 

engaged in one-on-one conversation with student candidates are expected to answer questions, disseminate 

relevant information, discuss employment opportunities, collect resumes and application materials, and 

offer assistance. It is inappropriate for on-campus employment professionals to be passive and uninvolved 

or to do no more, for example, than to simply refer student candidates to a website.  

 

Sexual Harassment: The BSC Career Center will not tolerate any level or form of sexual harassment or any 

unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature which makes a person feel offended, humiliated or intimidated. Such 

behavior includes situations which create a hostile or uncomfortable environment for the recipient. Sexual 

harassment can involve sexual favors, unwelcome physical contact, inappropriate touching, sexual 

advances, and sexual assault.  It includes comments about appearance, gender, age, and private life.  It 

includes comments, stories and jokes of a sexual nature. It includes condescending or paternalistic remarks. 

It includes any sexually explicit language or gestures. All allegations of inappropriate behavior will be 

treated seriously and promptly investigated. 

 

Pre-Employment Testing:  Those engaged in administering, evaluating, and interpreting assessment tools, 

tests, and technology used in selection will be trained and qualified to do so. Employment professionals 

must advise the BSC Career Center of any test conducted on campus and eliminate such a test if it violates 

ethical standards or campus policies. Employment professionals must advise students in a timely fashion of 

the type and purpose of any test that students will be required to take as part of the recruitment process and 

to whom the test results will be disclosed. All tests given by employing organizations are subject to review 

for disparate impact and job-relatedness.  

 

Background Checks:  Employment professionals must notify students of the use of background checks, 

including employment references, social media search, criminal investigation, credit history, and drug tests.  

 

International Positions: Employment professionals recruiting for international operations will do so 

according to EEO standards. Employment professionals will advise the BSC Career Center and students of 

the realities of working in that country and of any cultural or foreign law differences.  

 

Working Conditions:  Employment professionals must inform students of unusual circumstances, 

extraordinary expectations, or conditions of employment before making an employment offer, including 

travel and relocation requirements, hazardous conditions, international settings, and out-of-pocket 

expenses.  

 

Access Denied:  Failure to follow the BSC Career Center policies and procedures may result in suspension 

or termination of on-campus recruiting privileges. The BSC Career Center reserves the right to prohibit or 

restrict the activity of any employment professional on the BSC campus.  

 



Equal Opportunity: Employment professionals will refrain from discrimination in hiring practices, maintain 

equal employment opportunity (EEO) compliance, and follow affirmative action principles in recruiting 

activities. Employment professionals are expected to recruit, interview, and hire individuals without regard 

to race, ethnicity, color, national origin, religion, politics, language, age, marital status, sex, sexual 

orientation, gender identity, gender expression, physical characteristics, or disability, and providing 

reasonable accommodations upon request. Employment professionals are expected to review selection 

criteria for adverse impact based upon the student's race, ethnicity, color, national origin, religion, politics, 

language, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, physical 

characteristics, or disability. Employment professionals are expected to avoid the use of inquiries and 

methods that are considered unacceptable by EEO standards during the recruiting process, including the 

use of illegal questions and sexual harassment. Employment professionals are expected to develop a 

sensitivity to, and awareness of, cultural differences and the diversity of the work force. Employment 

professionals are expected to investigate complaints forwarded by the BSC Career Center regarding EEO 

noncompliance and seeking resolution of such complaints. 

 

Posting Job Announcements: The BSC Career Center will post job announcements on behalf of employers 

who meet certain requirements.  Job announcements must include the following information:  Name of 

organization, job title, location, job description, qualifications, and contact information (including contact 

person, address, telephone number, e-mail address). Optional information may include: company 

information, salary, benefits, special circumstances, application instructions.  

 

The BSC Career Center does not post blind ads, in which the company or organization is not identified. The 

BSC Career Center does not post ads that direct applicants to an impersonal third party or intermediary 

system (website) without also providing contact information to allow the candidate to correspond with an 

actual person.  

 

Job posting (on-line, e-mail, website, social media, job book, job board) is reserved for fulltime, permanent 

professional positions and internships offered by official, legitimate employers representing formal 

businesses and organizations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


